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BACKGROUND: The antitumor effect of statins has been
highlighted, but clinical study results remain inconclu-
sive. While patients with diabetes are at high risk of can-
cer, it is uncertain whether statins are effective for cancer
chemoprevention in this population.
OBJECTIVE: This study evaluated the association be-
tween statins and cancer incidence/mortality in patients
with type 2 diabetes.
DESIGN: This study was a follow-up observational study
of the Japanese Primary Prevention of Atherosclerosis
with Aspirin for Diabetes (JPAD) trial, which was a ran-
domized controlled trial of low-dose aspirin in Japanese
patients with type 2 diabetes.
PARTICIPANTS: This study enrolled 2536 patients with
type 2 diabetes, age 30–85 years, and no history of ath-
erosclerotic cardiovascular disease, from December 2002
until May 2005. All participants recruited in the JPAD
trial were followed until the day of any fatal event or Ju-
ly 2015. We defined participants taking any statin at en-
rollment as the statin group (n = 650) and the remainder
as the no-statin group (n = 1886).
MAIN MEASURES: The primary end point was the first
occurrence of any cancer (cancer incidence). The secondary
end point was death from any cancer (cancer mortality).
KEY RESULTS: During follow-up (median, 10.7 years),
318 participants developed a new cancer and 123 died as
a result. Cancer incidence andmortality were 10.5 and 3.7
per 1000 person-years in the statin group, and 16.8 and
6.3 per 1000 person-years in the no-statin group, respec-
tively. Statin use was associated with significantly reduced
cancer incidence and mortality after adjustment for con-
founding factors (cancer incidence: adjusted hazard ratio

[HR], 0.67; 95% CI, 0.49–0.90, P =0.007; cancer mortality:
adjusted HR, 0.60; 95% CI, 0.36–0.98, P =0.04).
CONCLUSIONS: Statin use was associated with a re-
duced incidence and mortality of cancer in Japanese pa-
tients with type 2 diabetes.
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INTRODUCTION

Statins are the most commonly prescribed lipid-lowering
drugs for dyslipidemia and the prevention of atherosclerotic
cardiovascular disease (ASCVD).1 Many guidelines recom-
mend statin use in patients at high risk of ASCVD,1, 2 includ-
ing patients with diabetes.2, 3 Recently, the antitumor effect of
statins has been highlighted by clinical and experimental
studies,4–7 and several mechanisms underlying this effect have
been investigated in experimental studies.6, 8 However, the
results of clinical studies remain inconclusive.9–11

Accumulated evidence has demonstrated an interaction be-
tween diabetes and cancer.12–15 Several cancers, such as he-
patic, colorectal, and pancreatic cancers, were reported to
occur at a higher incidence in patients with diabetes than in
those without.14, 15 In Japan, cancer is the leading cause of
death not only in the general population but also in patients
with diabetes. Notably, over one third of Japanese patients
with diabetes die from cancer.16 These findings suggest that
cancer prevention is necessary for improving the quality of life
and prognosis of patients with diabetes.
In 2018, we reported the effect of low-dose aspirin on

cancer chemoprevention in Japanese patients with type 2
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diabetes in the Japanese Primary Prevention of Atherosclero-
sis with Aspirin for Diabetes (JPAD) 2 cohort study.17 The
JPAD2 cohort study was a follow-up observational study of
the JPAD trial, which was a randomized controlled trial (RCT)
of low-dose aspirin for primary prevention of ASCVD in
Japanese patients with type 2 diabetes.18, 19 The follow-up
survey of the JPAD2 cohort is ongoing, with a median follow-
up period of over 10 years at the time of this writing. By using
the JPAD2 cohort, this study aimed to evaluate the association
between statins and the incidence of cancer in Japanese pa-
tients with type 2 diabetes, a population that is at high risk of
cancer.

METHODS

Study Design

The detailed design of the JPAD2 cohort study was previously
described.17 In brief, the JPAD2 cohort study comprised the
JPAD trial and its follow-up observational study. The JPAD trial
was an RCT conducted in Japan to evaluate the effect of low-
dose aspirin on the primary prevention of cardiovascular events
in patients with type 2 diabetes (Clinicaltrials.gov:
NCT00110448).18 Participants in the JPAD trial were enrolled
from December 2002 until May 2005. After the JPAD trial was
completed in April 2008, participants were administered low-
dose aspirin according to the decision of each physician in
charge. All participants were followed until the day of any fatal
event or July 2015, whichever occurred first, even if cardiovas-
cular events occurred. If participants were not followed up until
July 2015, they were censored on the day of their last visit.
The JPAD trial and JPAD2 cohort study were performed

according to the Declaration of Helsinki and were approved by
the ethics committee of each participating hospital (NaraMed-
ical University Ethics Committee and Graduate School of
Medical Science, Kumamoto University Ethics Committee).
Written informed consent was obtained from each participant.

Study Participants

The JPAD2 cohort study included 2536 Japanese patients with
type 2 diabetes, age 30–85 years, and no history of ASCVD,who
were recruited in the JPAD trial.17 The detailed inclusion and
exclusion criteria of the JPAD trial were described previously.18

In the original JPAD trial, physicians in charge excluded the
patients who had a history of clinically evident cancer, because
they were inappropriate for long-term follow-up.

Exposure

Participants who were taking any statin at enrollment in the
JPAD trial were defined as the statin group (n = 650), while
those who were not taking a statin were defined as the no-
statin group (n = 1886). The assignment of the statin/no-statin
groups remained at baseline, even if there was a change in
statin use during the follow-up period.

Primary and Secondary End Points

We defined the primary end point as the time to first occur-
rence of any cancer after the JPAD trial enrollment (cancer
incidence). The secondary end point was death from any
cancer (cancer mortality). Cancer incidence and mortality
encompassed all types of malignant neoplasms. We collected
data on cancer occurrence and death by contacting each phy-
sician in charge. The study secretariat asked them for detailed
information on the cancers (i.e., onset date, site, and tissue
type), and on deaths (date and cause of death). We excluded
cancer events that occurred prior to enrollment and cancer
events for which there was insufficient information. All po-
tential end points were adjudicated by a central independent
committee that was blinded to participants’ characteristics.

Statistical Analysis

Categorical variables were expressed as numbers and percent-
ages, and were compared with the chi-square test. Continuous
variables were expressed as means ± SDs or medians (interquar-
tile range). Based on their distribution, continuous variables were
compared using the Student’s t test orWilcoxon rank sum test, as
appropriate. Comparisons between the statin and no-statin groups
were made on the basis of time to the first event, according to the
intention-to-treat principle. Since the mortality from cardiovascu-
lar events was low in the JPAD2 cohort study and we followed
all participants after these events, the cause-specific cumulative
incidence of each end point was estimated using the Kaplan-
Meier method in each group, and differences between groups
were assessed with the log-rank test. We constructed multivari-
able Cox proportional hazard models to estimate the hazard ratio
(HR) and 95% CI of the efficacy of statins in terms of the end
point incidences. We adjusted for the following factors at base-
line: age (≥ 65 or < 65 years), sex, body mass index (BMI),
history of smoking status (current or past smoking), low-
density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol, high-density lipo-
protein (HDL) cholesterol, hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c), al-
location of low-dose aspirin, and administration of met-
formin, insulin, and thiazolidinedione. These factors were
considered to affect the incidence of cancer events in
previous studies.14, 17, 20–24 In these models, BMI, LDL
cholesterol, HDL cholesterol, and HbA1c were dichoto-
mized by median values of 24 kg/m2, 119 mg/dL, 53 mg/
dL, and 7.2%, respectively, to fulfill the proportional
hazard assumptions for Cox models. The LDL cholesterol
level was calculated by the Friedewald formula.
In subgroup analyses, we stratified the participants by age,

sex, BMI, smoking status, LDL cholesterol, HDL cholesterol,
and HbA1c. In each subgroup, we used the samemultivariable
Cox proportional hazard models to assess the efficacy of
statins on cancer incidence.
As sensitivity analyses, we excluded data from the first 3 years

after enrollment in the JPAD trial when analyzing the effect of
statins on cancer incidence, to ensure that we did not include any
undiagnosed cancers at enrollment. To evaluate patients who
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started statins during the follow-up period, we performed sensi-
tivity analyses with the addition of patients who were newly
prescribed statins in 2009, as the statin group.
Statistical analyses were conducted by an independent stat-

istician (T.M.) with the use of JMP 12.2 (SAS Institute, Cary,
NC) and SAS 9.4 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC). Two-tailed P
values less than 0.05 were considered statistically significant.

RESULTS

Characteristics of Patients in the Statin and No-
Statin Groups at Baseline

At the time of enrollment in the JPAD trial, 650 (26%)
participants were taking a statin. Baseline characteristics strat-
ified by statin use are presented in Table 1. The proportion of
male participants was 36% in the statin group and 61% in the
no-statin group, indicating that many of the participants taking

statins were female. The smoking rate was significantly higher
in the no-statin group (current: 15% vs. 23%, P < 0.0001; past:
16% vs. 22%, P = 0.002). The statin group showed higher
serum levels of total cholesterol, fasting triglyceride, and
HDL cholesterol than the non-statin group, but the LDL
cholesterol level was the same in both groups. In terms of
antihyperglycemic medications, the frequency of sulfonylurea
use was higher in the statin group (61% vs. 56%, P = 0.02),
that of insulin was higher in the no-statin group (9% vs. 14%,
P = 0.001), and those ofmetformin and thiazolidinedione were
similar in both groups (metformin: 14% vs. 14%, P = 0.8;
thiazolidinedione: 6% vs. 5%, P = 0.2). Low-dose aspirin
had been randomly assigned in both groups by the JPAD trial
(50% vs. 50%, P = 0.9).

Association Between Statin Use and Cancer
Incidence

As of July 2015, we had followed the participants for a median
of 10.7 (95% CI, 10.5–10.8) years. During the follow-up
period, 318 cancer events occurred: 58 (10.5 per 1000 per-
son-years) in the statin group and 260 (16.8 per 1000 person-
years) in the no-statin group. The details of each cancer
incidence are shown in Table 2. Kaplan-Meier curves showed
that statin use was associated with significantly reduced cancer
incidence (log-rank, P < 0.001; HR, 0.62; 95% CI, 0.46–0.81,
P < 0.001; Fig. 1a). Multivariable Cox hazard models indicat-
ed that statin use was associated with significantly reduced
cancer incidence after adjusting for other related factors (ad-
justed HR, 0.67; 95% CI, 0.49–0.90; P = 0.007). We did not
analyze the effect of statins by cancer type, because the total
number of cancers in our study precluded an analysis by
cancer type (Table 2).
Many subgroups of the statin group had a consistently

lower incidence of cancer, but several subgroups did not show
any benefit of statins (Fig. 2). In particular, in the subgroup
with lower LDL cholesterol, statin use was associated with
significantly reduced cancer incidence (adjusted HR, 0.48;
95%CI, 0.30–0.74; P < 0.001); however, this was not the case
in the subgroup with higher LDL cholesterol (adjusted HR,
0.95; 95% CI, 0.62–1.43; P = 0.8; interaction, P = 0.03).
To ensure that we did not include any undiagnosed cancers

at enrollment, we excluded data from the first 3 years after
enrollment in the JPAD trial. In the first 3 years, 68 partici-
pants developed cancer; after excluding that 3-year period,
statin use was still associated with significantly reduced cancer
incidence (log-rank, P = 0.006; HR, 0.65; 95% CI, 0.47–0.88;
P = 0.005). The multivariable Cox hazard model showed that
statins still reduced cancer incidence but nonsignificantly so
(adjusted HR, 0.73; 95% CI, 0.52–1.02; P = 0.06).
In 2009, 272 participants in the no-statin group newly took

statins. In sensitivity analyses with the addition of patients
who were newly prescribed statins, statin use was still associ-
ated with significantly reduced cancer incidence (adjusted HR,
0.56; 95% CI, 0.42–0.73; P < 0.0001).

Table 1 Patients Characteristics Stratified by Statin Use at Baseline

Statin
group

No-
statin
group

P No. of
missing
data

(n =
650)

(n =
1886)

Age, mean (SD), years 64 (10) 65 (9) 0.005 0
Men, n (%) 236

(36)
1150
(61)

<
0.0001

0

Body mass index,
mean (SD), kg/m2

24.9
(3.6)

24.2
(3.6)

<
0.0001

6

Duration of diabetes,
median (IQR), years

6.3
(3.0–
11.9)

7.1
(2.9–
12.5)

0.2 239

Smoking status
Current, n (%) 99 (15) 438

(23)
<
0.0001

0

Past, n (%) 106
(16)

414
(22)

0.002 0

Never, n (%) 445
(68)

1034
(54)

<
0.0001

0

Laboratory data
HbA1c, mean (SD),

%
7.5
(1.3)

7.4 (1.4) 0.2 0

Fasting plasma
glucose, mean (SD),
mg/dL

145
(46)

147
(50)

0.3 248

Total cholesterol,
mean (SD), mg/dL

206
(35)

199
(34)

<
0.0001

56

Fasting triglyceride,
median (IQR), mg/dL

130
(89–
174)

110
(79–
155)

<
0.0001

148

HDL cholesterol,
mean (SD), mg/dL

58 (15) 55 (15) <
0.0001

200

LDL cholesterol,
mean (SD), mg/dL

120
(33)

120
(31)

0.8 284

Antihyperglycemic medications, n (%)
Sulfonylurea 396

(61)
1049
(56)

0.02 0

Metformin 89 (14) 264
(14)

0.8 0

Thiazolidinedione 39 (6) 88 (5) 0.2 0
Insulin 60 (9) 266

(14)
0.001 0

Aspirin, n (%) 322
(50)

937
(50)

0.9 0

IQR interquartile range, HbA1c hemoglobin A1c, HDL high-density
lipoprotein, LDL low-density lipoprotein
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Association Between Statin Use and Cancer
Mortality

Sixty-six participants in the statin group died, 21 from cancer
(3.7 per 1000 person-years). Two hundred sixty-five partici-
pants in the no-statin group died, 102 from cancer (6.3 per
1000 person-years). Cancer was the leading cause of death
both in the statin and no-statin groups (Table 3). Survival
analyses showed that statin use was associated with signifi-
cantly reduced cancer mortality (log-rank, P = 0.02; HR, 0.58;
95% CI, 0.35–0.90; P = 0.02; Fig. 1b). Multivariable Cox
hazard models also showed a significant difference between
groups (adjusted HR, 0.60; 95% CI, 0.36–0.98; P = 0.04).

DISCUSSION

This study showed that statin use was associated with signif-
icantly reduced cancer incidence and mortality, after adjusting
for potentially confounding factors. Most subgroup analyses
showed consistent results. The results were also robust after
multiple sensitivity analyses.
Previous clinical trials demonstrated controversial results

regarding the efficacy of statins in cancer chemoprevention.
Many RCTs of statins have been conducted to examine
ASCVD prevention, and meta-analyses using these RCTs to
evaluate cancer chemoprevention showed negative results.5, 9

The observational periods were less than 5 years in most of
these RCTs, and because carcinogenesis is a long-term pro-
cess, this duration may be too short to assess cancer chemo-
prevention. On the other hand, long-term cohort studies have
demonstrated positive results regarding statins and cancer
chemoprevention.4, 11 With a median follow-up period of
10.7 years, our study was able to evaluate the association
between statins and cancer incidence, despite the small num-
ber of participants.
Because this study is a follow-up cohort study of an RCT

investigating low-dose aspirin, there were significant differ-
ences in baseline characteristics between the statin and no-
statin groups. For instance, the smoking rate was significantly
lower in the statin group (Table 1), and smoking strongly
affects the incidence of various cancers.20 Since statins are

used preventively for ASCVD, it is possible that the partici-
pants who were taking statins were more interested in or
informed about health issues. ASCVD and cancer share risk
factors, and cancer occurrence, might be reduced in people
who are proactive regarding risk control (so-called healthy
user bias). However, our findings demonstrated that statin
use was associated with significantly reduced cancer incidence
and mortality, even after adjusting for as many confounding
factors as possible, including smoking status. In fact, a sub-
group analysis showed that statin use was associated with
reduced cancer incidence rather in the current or past smoking
group (Fig. 2).
LDL cholesterol levels were the same between the statin

and no-statin groups, but total cholesterol levels were lower in
the no-statin group (Table 1). These findings indicated that the
participants in the no-statin group originally had lower serum
cholesterol levels. Several studies reported an association be-
tween cancer occurrence and lower serum cholesterol
levels.25–28 Cancer progression activates cholesterol metabo-
lism even in the subclinical period, and decreases serum
cholesterol levels.29, 30 In our study, cancer incidence was
higher in participants with lower LDL cholesterol (LDL cho-
lesterol < 119 mg/dL: 16.7 per 1000 person-years; LDL cho-
lesterol ≥ 119 mg/dL: 13.2 per 1000 person-years). Based on
these facts, the risk of cancer in the no-statin group might be
essentially higher than that in the statin group. Thus, we
adjusted the LDL cholesterol level to assess the association
between statin use and incidence of cancer. We also analyzed
the effect of statins on cancer incidence after excluding the
first 3 years of the study period to eliminate undiagnosed
cancers at enrollment. These analyses produced similar results.
The subgroup with lower LDL cholesterol showed an as-

sociation between statin use and low cancer incidence, where-
as the subgroup with higher LDL cholesterol did not (Fig. 2).
There were several possible reasons for the difference of
statins’ effect in the subgroups of LDL cholesterol. First, the
patients with lower LDL cholesterol had originally high cancer
risk,25–27 and the effect of statins on cancer chemoprevention
in the patients with lower LDL cholesterol might be more
easily detected than those in patients with higher LDL choles-
terol. Next, cancer risk might be low in the statin user of the

Table 2 Details of Cancer Incidence

Male Female

Statin (n = 236) No-statin (n = 1150) Statin (n = 414) No-statin (n = 736)

n n/1000 person-years n n/1000 person-years n n/1000 person-years n n/1000 person-years

Total cancer 23 11.2 178 19.0 35 10.0 82 13.5
Colorectum 6 2.9 31 3.3 8 2.3 13 2.1
Stomach 3 1.5 28 3.0 6 1.7 9 1.5
Lung 1 0.5 25 2.7 1 0.3 6 1.0
Liver 0 0 18 1.9 1 0.3 5 0.8
Pancreas 2 1.0 10 1.1 4 1.1 6 1.0
Prostate 4 2.0 16 1.7 0 0 0 0
Breast 0 0 0 0 3 0.9 14 2.3
Others 7 3.4 50 5.3 12 3.4 29 4.8
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subgroup with lower LDL cholesterol, because their original
LDL cholesterol level was considered to be higher if they did
not take statins. Similar findings were observed in a previous
study from the Hong Kong Diabetes Registry. This study
reported that the use of statins on cancer chemoprevention

was more effective in patients with lower LDL cholesterol and
elevated albuminuria than those without.31 They hypothesized
the mechanisms that low LDL cholesterol might upregulate
the mevalonate pathway to lead carcinogenesis28; however,
there remains insufficient evidence.
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Figure 1 Association between statin use and cancer incidence/mortality. Kaplan-Meier estimates show the association between statin use and
cancer incidence (a) / cancer mortality (b). These estimates were not adjusted for baseline characteristics. Both the crude HR and that obtained
via multivariable analysis are presented. The multivariable analysis was adjusted for age, sex, BMI, smoking status, LDL cholesterol, HDL
cholesterol, HbA1c, allocation of low-dose aspirin, and administration of metformin, insulin, and thiazolidinedione. HR, hazard ratio; BMI,

body mass index; LDL, low-density lipoprotein; HDL, high-density lipoprotein; HbA1c, hemoglobin A1c.
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Several hypotheses have been proposed for the antitumor
effects of statins in experimental studies. The inhibition of the
mevalonate pathway by statins and the reduction of its down-
stream products necessary to maintain cellular functions are
thought to decrease proliferation and migration of cancer
cells.10, 32 An association between increased cancer risk in
diabetes and cholesterol metabolism has also been investigat-
ed. One of the hypotheses is that increased insulin-like growth
factor 1 signal in diabetes activates the mevalonate pathway
via sterol regulatory element-binding protein and promotes
cancer risk.33 This hypothesis predicts that statins might be
more effective for cancer chemoprevention in patients with
diabetes, but further investigation is needed to reveal them.
This study had several limitations. First, our study design

could not cope with several biases on the cohort study: preva-
lent user bias, drug use indication bias, and immortal time
bias.34 However, our study aimed to evaluate the difference
between statin use in clinical practice and cancer incidence.
Therefore, we analyzed the association between baseline use
of statins and cancer incidence, adjusted for confounding factors
related to cancer occurrence. Second, there was no data on the

levels of serum lipid at the time before taking statin. Serum lipid
levels were reported to indicate cancer risk,28 but the baseline
levels of serum lipid were affected by taking statin in the statin
group and were not considered to reflect cancer risk. As a
second-best measure, we conducted the multivariable analyses
for adjusting serum cholesterol levels at baseline, and the sub-
group analyses stratified by baseline cholesterol levels. Third,
we did not analyze the effect of statins by cancer type. Although
it is important to examine if statin therapy has a beneficial effect
on specific cancers, the total number of cancers in our study
precluded an analysis by cancer type. This important clinical
question should be investigated in future studies when addition-
al data are available. Fourth, previous reports suggested that
lipophilic statins were more effective for cancer chemopreven-
tion than hydrophilic statins.10 However, we did not collect
information regarding different statin agents in the present
study. Fifth, we had no data regarding each participant’s adher-
ence with statin treatment. However, if there was low adherence
with statin use in the statin group, the fact should weaken the
association between statin use and cancer incidence in analyses.
Therefore, the positive association in the current analyses
should be considered robust.
In conclusion, since carcinogenesis is a long-term process,

it needs long-term follow-up to assess cancer chemopreven-
tion. Over 10-year follow-up of the JPAD2 cohort study
suggested that statin use was beneficial for cancer chemopre-
vention in patients with type 2 diabetes. Statins should be
originally prescribed for lowering serum lipid levels to prevent
ASCVD in patients with diabetes, but they might also have an
effect of cancer chemoprevention in long-term use. Realisti-
cally, it is difficult to conduct an RCT to analyze the effect of
statins on cancer risk, and accumulation of clinical

0.3 0.5 1.0 2.0
Adjusted HR (95% CI)

                                No-statin   Statin       Adjusted          Interaction
                                                               HR (95% CI)            P
Age
   ≥65 y                    175/992   42/368   0.69 (0.48 – 0.99)     1.0  
   <65 y                      85/894   16/282   0.64 (0.35 – 1.11)
Sex
   Men                    178/1150   23/236   0.64 (0.40 – 0.98)     0.8
   Women                   82/736   35/414   0.72 (0.46 – 1.09)
BMI
   ≥24 kg/m2             122/890   36/364   0.79 (0.53 – 1.16)     0.2
   <24 kg/m2             138/990   22/286   0.51 (0.30 – 0.81)
Smoking status
   Current or Past    142/852   21/205   0.58 (0.35 – 0.92)     0.5
   Never                 118/1034   37/445   0.75 (0.50 – 1.11)
LDL cholesterol
   ≥119 mg/dL            95/835   30/291   0.95 (0.62 – 1.43)     0.03
   <119 mg/dL          129/818   25/308   0.48 (0.30 – 0.74)  
HDL cholesterol
   ≥53 mg/dL            120/834   33/365   0.61 (0.41 – 0.91)     0.6
   <53 mg/dL            111/877   22/260   0.76 (0.46 – 1.19)
HbA1c
   ≥7.2%                   128/910   29/338   0.65 (0.41 – 0.99)     0.7
   <7.2%                   132/976   29/312   0.66 (0.42 – 0.99)

Figure 2 Subgroup analyses of effects of statin use on cancer incidence stratified by baseline characteristics. These plots show effects of statin
use on cancer incidence in subgroups stratified by baseline characteristics. HRs were adjusted for age, sex, BMI, smoking status, LDL

cholesterol, HDL cholesterol, HbA1c, allocation of low-dose aspirin, and administration of metformin, insulin, and thiazolidinedione. HR,
hazard ratio; BMI, body mass index; LDL, low-density lipoprotein; HDL, high-density lipoprotein; HbA1c, hemoglobin A1c.

Table 3 Details of Death

Statin (n = 650) No-statin (n = 1886)

n n/1000
person-years

n n/1000
person-years

Total 66 11.6 265 16.5
Cancers 21 3.7 102 6.3
Infectious diseases 6 1.1 38 2.4
Cardiovascular
diseases

12 2.1 30 1.9

Sudden death 5 0.9 15 0.9
Others 22 3.9 80 5.0
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observational data should lead to clarify the relationship be-
tween statins and cancer in patients with diabetes.
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